APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION TIMELINE

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY
West Point

JUNIOR YEAR

- Take and submit SAT/ACT scores
- Contact your regional Field Force representative
- Complete the Candidate Questionnaire (CQ)
- Apply for and attend Summer Leaders Experience (SLE)
- Prepare for Candidate Fitness Assessment (CFA)
- Apply for nominations
- Acquire and submit school transcripts
- Attend Field Force interview
- Acquire and submit School Official Evaluation (SOE)
- Complete and submit Candidate Statement
- Complete Candidate Fitness Assessment (CFA)
- Take and submit medical exam
- Attend nomination interviews

SUMMER

- Initial Transcripts
- SLE

SENIOR YEAR

- Final Transcripts
- Admissions Committee meets
- Notification of nomination sent
- Official offer of admission sent
- Reception Day

= Steps to admission.
= Optional.
= Communication from USMA.
= Communication from nomination source.

This is an approximate timeline. For more detailed information contact your regional Admissions Team.